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1. The dilemma 

The reconstruction of the PIE word for ‘shoulder’ has placed scholars of Latin 

and Indo-European linguistics in a dilemma that has been widely accepted with-

out major protest, and that to my knowledge remains unsolved. For Lat. umerus, 
-ī m. cannot continue the pre-form *(hx)ómso- that is reconstructed on the basis of 

all the other branches in which this etymon is preserved, but rather has to go back 

to *(hx)omeso- vel sim. (as can be seen from the table below). 

Table 1. ‘Shoulder’ in Indo-European a 

*(hx)omeso- b  *(hx)ómso- 
Lat. umerus, -ī m.  Ved. áṁsa- m. 

Umbr. loc. sg. uze, onse c  Gk. ὦμος m. d 

  PGmc. *amsa- (Goth. acc. pl. amsans) 

  Arm. ows e 

  Toch. A es, B āntse f 

  Umbr. loc. sg. uze, onse c 

a Hitt. gen. sg. a-na-aš-ša-aš=ša-aš (KUB 35.148 iii 24) ‘lower part of the back (?)’ does not 

belong here (cf. Kloekhorst 2008 s.v.). 

b Walde-Hofmann II 815; IEW 778; de Vaan 2008:640; Weiss 2011:140. 

c Umbr. loc. sg. uze (IIb 27, 28), onse (VIb 50) ‘in umero’ can apparently continue either 

*(hx)omes(e)i or *(hx)oms(e)i (cf. Meiser 1986:163). See also n.32 below. 

d *-ómsV- > Att.-Ion. -ῶμ- (not †-οῦμ-) is the product of regular sound change, as in κῶμος m. 

‘revel’, Ved. śáṁsa- m. ‘praise’ < *k ̑ ómso- (cf. Durante apud Peters 1980:307 n.253; LIV2 326 

s.v. *k ̑ eNs- n.1; Hackstein 2002:190–1). The expected Aeolic outcome -ομμ- can be seen in 

ἐπομμάδιος ‘on the shoulders’ (v.l. in Theoc. 29.29). 

e The development *o > *u before a nasal is regular; cf. cownr ‘knee’ < *g̑ónu and Schmitt 

2007:49–50. 

f The Tocharian words (cf. the seminal treatment in Hilmarsson 1989:6–7 and passim) seem 

to presuppose a *(hx)ōmso- (or *h2emso-, see below). However, a dual *(hx)omsoh1 > 
                                                   
* I am indebted to Francesco Burroni, Jay Jasanoff, Kanehiro Nishimura, Martin Peters, Jeremy 

Rau, and Zachary Rothstein-Dowden, as well as to David Goldstein and Brent Vine, for preci-

ous comments and advice, but no endorsement of any specific ideas is hereby implied. 
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*omsō(+n°) > PT *ænsā(+næ) (with *°næ as the dual marker) would have constituted a possi-

ble environment for the phenomenon known as ā-umlaut, by which PT *ænsā(+næ) > 

*ānsā(+næ), whence TB āntsne (verse), aṃtsane (prose), TA esäṃ, from which the singular 

TB āntse, TA es was backformed or analogically remodeled. I am unsure, however, why the 

umlaut-causing *ā (< *ōC-) was shortened to *-ä- in TB; in TA, a trisyllabic PT *ānsānæ 

would have undergone “Vokalbalance” to esäṃ anyway. Incidentally, the same development 

can be assumed for *podi̯oh1 ‘(the two) feet’ (cf. Hilmarsson 1989:13) > PT *pæyyā(+næ) > 

*pāyyā(+næ) >> *pāyyä(+næ) > TB paine, TA peṃ. In any case, an analogical explanation of 

the first vowel of āntse is also possible, cf. Peters 1980:307–8 n.253. I plan to look over the 

Tocharian ‘shoulder’ more closely on another occasion. 

The aim of this contribution will therefore be to explain how to account for 

*(hx)omeso- (Lat. umerus) beside *(hx)ómso- (all others). 

2. Two unattractive solutions 

In dealing with this striking discrepancy, most scholars have implicitly followed 

one of two possible strategies. The first one is to take the two reconstructed pre-

forms for granted and set up two separate lexemes for PIE, viz. *(hx)omeso- 

‘shoulder’ and *(hx)ómso- ‘shoulder’ (so implicitly Walde-Hofmann II 815; IEW 

778; de Vaan 2008:640), which, obviously, is not very attractive. A variant of this 

strategy is to accept the reconstruction of both *(hx)omeso- and *(hx)ómso- and 

regard the forms as two variants, stems, or allomorphs of one and the same PIE 

lexeme *(hx)om(e)so- ‘shoulder’. We will come back to this analysis later. 

An alternative strategy that some scholars have pursued is to explain Lat. 

umerus not via a separate pre-form, but rather by assuming a specific inner-Latin 

(or inner-Italic) phonological development that caused the insertion of an anap-

tyctic vowel in the intervocalic sequence *-ms-, namely *(hx)omso- > 

*(hx)omVso- > Lat. umerus (so tentatively Weiss 2011:171; similarly Nishimura 

forthcoming). 

However, this sound law seems somewhat counter-intuitive since no other 

sonorant (or stop) + *s clusters in Latin show the development of an anaptyctic 

vowel. It is usually assumed that intervocalic *-ms- gave Lat. -ns- (cf. Leumann 

1977:212). Secure examples for PIE *-ms- are, however, scarce. The most relia-

ble (but still not incontrovertible) examples are Lat. cēnsēre ‘think, suppose’ (if 

from *√k̑ems LIV2 326) and Lat. mēnsa ‘table; meal; altar’ (if from *mē̆ms-o- 

‘meaty’). Note that a post-syncope sequence of *-ms- (or *-m-s- with a mor-

pheme boundary) develops to -m(p)s- (as in sūmō ‘I take’, perf. sūmpsī; the town 

name Temesa [Ov.], Tempsa [Plin.], cf. Weiss 2011:171; or *sḿ̥h2seh2 ‘scooped 

mass, heap’ > *samasā > Lat. sam(p)sa f. ‘olive pomace; mass of crushed olives 

(before and after the pressing)’ [Pl., Col.; Ital., Cat. sansa], cf. Höfler 2017a:21); 
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in other instances the sequence develops to -ns- as in intrinsecus, altrinsecus with 

adverbial *-im as in utrimque, and also in com- + s- as in cōnsul, cōnsilium, etc. 

(cf. Leumann 1977:212). 

Putative examples that could be used as evidence in favor of an anaptyxis 

*-ms- > *-mVs- are numerus m. ‘number’ (if *nomso-) and cumerum n. ‘chest, 

box’ (if *komso-), but these are more easily explained otherwise. In fact, their 

prehistory could perhaps offer a solution to the umerus dilemma. It is therefore 

necessary to take a closer look at numerus, -ī m. ‘number’ (Naev.+) and the rare 

cumerum, -ī n., also cumera, -ae f. ‘chest, box, basket’ (Var.+). For the latter, 

Walde-Hofmann I 306 sets up *komeso- and compares Ved. kaṁsá- m. ‘a drink-

ing vessel (made of metal)’ (AV+; *komsó-), and camasá- m. ‘a drinking vessel 

(made of wood)’ (RV+; *kemesó-). The prehistory of the Vedic words is, howev-

er, far from clear. Semantically, a connection with Ved. √cami ‘sip, slurp’ (LIV² 
389–90 as *√ku̯em ‘(hinunter)schlucken, einsaugen’) is plausible, a fortiori in 

view of Ved. camū́- f. ‘bowl, wooden vessel (for soma)’ (cf. EWAia I 286). But 

this is unrewarding for Lat. cumera. An alternative account of Lat. cumera will 

be mentioned below. 

As far as Lat. numerus m. ‘number’ is concerned, its pre-form is usually set 

up as *nomeso- (cf. Walde-Hofmann II 186–7; IEW 763–4; de Vaan 2008:419), 

more recently also as *nomh1-r̥ (cf. LIV² Addenda s.v. *nemh1-). The latter can be 

discarded easily,1 but the former requires more attention. An alleged *nomeso- 
could be interpreted as a derivative of an s-stem from the root *√nemh1 ‘distrib-

ute’.2 But in my dissertation on possessive derivatives3 of neuter s-stems in Latin, 

Greek, Vedic, Anatolian, and the Celtic languages (Höfler 2017b), I found no 

examples of derivatives of a type with o-grade root and e-grade suffix; an alleged 

*nomh1-es-o- would thus have never been a well-formed PIE derivative. 

To be sure, Latin seems to have introduced an innovative o-grade in the root 

of some inherited s-stems and their derivatives (cf. pondus, -eris n. ‘weight, 

                                                   
1 Since the class of r/n heteroclites is preserved faithfully in Latin, the masculine Lat. numerus 

cannot easily continue the neuter *nomh1-r̥. A PIE derivative *nomh1-r-o-, on the other hand, 

if reconstructable at all, would have developed to *nomro- (by the “Saussure effect”; Nuss-

baum 1997), which would probably have resulted in Lat. *nuber vel sim. 

2 With root-final *h1 because of Gk. νέμεσις f. ‘retribution’, perf. νενέμη-; cf. also the Latv. 

accentuation of nem̃t ‘to take’; cf. Peters 1980:141 n.94 and 1997[2002]:114 n.32; Nikolaev 

2010[2011]:84; Malzahn 2010:685; LIV² Addenda s.v. *nemh1-. 
3 For the possessive suffix *-ó- cf. Schindler 1972:20; Nussbaum 1986:13 and 116–7; Oberlies 

1990:155; Peters 1999:453. 
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mass’, ponderōsus ‘weighty’, ponderāre ‘to weigh, ponder’ [all Pl.+], or modes-
tus ‘moderate, gentle’, moderāre ‘to control’ [both Pl.+]) in analogy to parallel 

thematic formations with an unsuspicious o-grade (adv. pondō ‘by weight’ [Lex 
XII+], modus, -ī m. ‘measure’ [Naev.+]). Accordingly, one could either argue (a) 

that an s-stem *némh1-os > *nemus had been remodeled to *nomus in analogy 

to a thematic *nomh1-o- (cf. Gk. νομός m. ‘place of pasturage’ [Il.+], νόμος m. 

‘usage, custom’ [Hes.+]) before it served as the derivational basis of numerus, or 

(b) that this had happened mutatis mutandis to a PIE derivative *nemh1-es-o- > 

Pre-Lat. *nem-es-o-, resulting in *nom-es-o-, whence Lat. numerus (cf., e.g., de 

Vaan 2008 s.v.). Scenario (a) is rendered very unlikely by the fact that there is 

hardly any trustworthy evidence for derivatives of neuter s-stems in Latin that are 

formed by adding bare *-ó- to a full grade suffix (qua *-es-ó-,4 or, for that matter, 

*-os-ó-).5 This situation is easily explained by assuming that the possessive suffix 

*-ó- had already lost its erstwhile productivity in late PIE times and had been 

gradually replaced, on the way to Latin, by other, more iconic suffixes (e.g., 

*-nó- as in aēnus, egēnus, serēnus, uenēnum, etc.; or *-tó- as in scelestus, modes-
tus, uenustus, onustus, etc.; later -ōsus as in scelerōsus, facinorōsus, onerōsus, 

etc.). 

One would therefore have to project the formation of *nemh1-es-o- back to 

PIE and assume scenario (b), viz. that the introduction of the o-grade happened 

within the history of Latin in analogy to a thematic masculine *nomus, *-ī or to a 

neuter s-stem *nomus, *-eris, itself remodeled in its root vocalism after the for-

mer. But this option, too, seems to demand a considerable leap of faith: the inher-

ited s-stem *némh1-os n. ‘allotment’ is preserved with unchanged root vowel (but 

with a semantic specialization) in Lat. nemus, -oris n. ‘grove’ (see n.9 below), 

which would force us to assume a lexical split of *némh1-os n. ‘allotment’ into 

Pre-Lat. *nemos1 ‘share, allotment’ and *nemos2 ‘grove’, entailing the conjecture 

that the analogical introduction of the o-grade only happened to *nemos1 but not 

                                                   
4 In contrast to the situation in Indo-Iranian, where formations in PIIr. *-as-á- are well attested 

(cf. AiGr II/2:136–7). 

5 The adjective scelerus ‘abominable’ in Pl. Ps. 817 is almost certainly secondary (cf. Leumann 

1977:278), and creper, -era, -erum ‘dusky, dark’ allows for more than one explanation 

(*Krep-(e)ro-, *Krep-i-ro-, *Krep-es-o-), none of which can be given preference over the oth-

ers. Other potential examples (the adjective lacer, -era, -erum ‘mangled’, and the substantives 

hedera ‘ivy’, iūgerum ‘acre’, lānerum ‘woolen garment’, littera/lītera ‘letter’, opera ‘service’, 

uīpera ‘viper’) are even more dubious or are better explained otherwise and can be left out of 

consideration. 
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to *nemos2, and that this *nemos1 ‘share, allotment’ >> *nomos influenced the 

vocalism of *nemeso- (to become *nomeso-) just in time to subsequently disap-

pear without a trace. It is obvious that this account is purely conjectural, and 

moreover it relies crucially on the assumption of a thematic masculine *nomus in 

the prehistory of Latin; we have neither the slightest trace of such a form, nor any 

a priori reason to assume that if it had existed, it would have had a meaning close 

enough to the semantics of the predecessor of numerus or the putative Pre-Lat. 

*nemos1 to be able to serve as the source of the analogical remodeling proposed. 

Taken together, a reconstruction *nomh1eso- of PIE date or *nomeso- of Pre-

Latin date is therefore almost impossible to defend. 

An s-stem derivative type with e-grade root and zero-grade suffix, on the 

other hand, is attested throughout all language branches. An oft-cited example of 

such a formation is Ved. vatsá- m. ‘yearling, calf’ which shows the e-grade root 

and zero-grade suffix of the s-stem *u̯ét-os n. ‘year’ and continues the substantiv-

ized form of an adjective *u̯et-s-ó- ‘having a year’.6 I propose, therefore, to re-

construct a similarly formed *nemh1-s-o-, implying a development *nemaso- > 
*nomaso- > *numaso- > Lat. numerus. But of course, both the formal (§3) and 

the phonological side (§4) of this reconstruction will need further attention.7 

3. A formal account of *nemh1-s-o- 

The oldest layer of s-stem-derivatives via the possessive suffix *-ó- seems to 

have had zero-grade in both root and suffix of the s-stem base word (cf. also Vine 

2016:136): 

• *h1réu̯dʰ-os n. ‘redness’ (Gk. ἔρευθος n. [Hp.], Lat. rōbur n. ‘heartwood’ 

[Enn./Cato+]) 

                                                   
6 A different analysis of Ved. vatsá- was proposed by Vine (2009:161). 

7 Note that PIE also had the possibility of substantivizing adjectives by introducing an o-grade 

“vorne im Wort” (cf. Schindler 1980:390 n.17, “Substantivierung durch o-stufige Vr̥ddhi”; 

Neri 2013:197–8 and 2016:24 et passim), which could encourage a reconstruction of numerus 
as *nomh1so-, an o-substantivization of adjectival *nemh1só-. But as far as I can see, Latin 

shows only inherited o-substantivizations of such adjectives (i.e., this word formation process 

was not productive in the precursor of Latin), viz. (1) Lat. collus m. ‘neck’, PGmc. *halsa- < 

*kʷól(h1)so- ‘the turner’; and (2) Lat. uespa f. ‘wasp’, Lith. vapsà f., Russ. osá f. < 

*h2/3u̯obʰseh2 ‘the weaver’. We would have to assume, then, that *nomh1so- was a PIE for-

mation, in which case the Saussure effect would have deleted the laryngeal (as arguably in 

*kwól(h1)so- and many other examples; cf. Rasmussen 1989:178–97), but this *nomso- would 

not have resulted in numerus (see above). 
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 → *h1rudʰ-s-ó- ‘having redness’ (Lat. russus ‘red(-haired)’ [Enn.+]) 

• *léu̯k-os n. ‘light’ (Av. raocah- n. ‘light, day’, Ved. rókas- n.) 

 → *luk-s-ó- ‘having light’ (Ved. rukṣá- ‘shining, radiant’, RV 6.3.7). 

• *ksér-os n. ‘dryness’ (cf. Lat. adj. serēnus ‘clear [of the weather]’ < *kser-es-
no-) 

 → *ksr̥-s-ó- ‘having dryness’ (Gk. ξηρός ‘dry, dried’ [Att.-Ion.]). 

A presumably younger, but still PIE layer shows full-grade in the root of the base 

word: 

• *téu̯h2-(o)s n. ‘power’ (OAv. tǝuuiš- n. ‘violence’) 

 → *teu̯h2-s-ó- ‘having power’ (Ved. taviṣá- ‘strong’, Lyd. tawśa- ‘id.’) 

• *pé k̑-os n. ‘wool’ (Gk. πέκος n.; also Lat. pecus, -oris n. ‘farm animals’) 

 → *pe k̑-s-ó- ‘having wool’ (Lat. adj. pexus ‘woolly’8) 

• *u̯éi̯d-os n. ‘seeing, knowing’ (Ved. védas- n. ‘knowledge’) 

 → *u̯ei̯d-s-ó- ‘having knowledge’ (PGmc. *wīsa- ‘wise’ > OIc. víss, OE 

wīs) 

In a parallel manner, we can set up the following derivational chain: 

• *némh1-os n.‘distribution’9 (YAv. nəmah- n. ‘a loan’) 

 → *nemh1-s-ó- ‘having distribution, distributed’ 

Just as with adj. *u̯et-s-ó- ‘having a year’ → subst. Ved. vatsá- ‘the one having a 

year’ > ‘calf, yearling’, one has to assume a “simple” substantivization of 

*nemh1-s-ó- ‘distributed’ to *nemh1so- ‘distributed thing’ > Lat. numerus ‘num-

ber, category’. Formally, the derivation can therefore be considered plausible. 

4. The phonological development of *-ema- > Lat. (*)-uma- 

The assumption of a development *-ema- > Lat. (*)-uma- might seem adven-

turous at first, but there are some suggestive examples that seem to corroborate 

                                                   
8 This is different from the participle of pectō ‘I comb’ (i.e., pexus ‘combed’). For pexus ‘wool-

ly’ cf. Col. 11.3.26: at Cappadocia [sc. lactuca], quae pallido et pexo densoque folio uiret, 
mense Februario [sc. differtur] “but the Cappadocian lettuce which grows with a pale, woolly, 

thick leaf is planted in the month of February” (trans. Forster and Heffner). 

9 The s-stem seems to have developed a special meaning ‘allotted piece of land’ already in pre-

einzelsprachlich times. With this semantic nuance, the stem is preserved in Greek (νέμος n. 

‘wooded pasture, glade’) and also in Latin (nemus, -oris n. ‘sacred grove; wood’), see Stüber 

2002:132–3. 
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this claim. Phonologically, we would have to assume that the combination of the 

nasal *m and the low vowel *a caused first an (assimilatory?) change of *e to *o, 

and subsequently a (dissimilatory?) raising of *o to *u.10 What follows is a col-

lection of the examples that seem to exhibit the phonological development just 

outlined. 

4.1. Lat. numerus 

If Lat. numerus indeed goes back to a pre-form *nemh1so-, the stages would be as 

illustrated below: 

(1) *nemh1so- > (2) *nemaso- > (3) *nomaso- > (4) *numaso- > (5) *numiso- > 

(6) Lat. numerus 

The processes involved are the vocalization of the laryngeal to *a from (1) to 

(2),11 the backing ((2) to (3)) and subsequent raising ((3) to (4)) of the *e, the 

weakening of *a in non-initial syllables from (4) to (5), and rhotacism plus low-

ering of *i to *e before *r between (5) and (6). 

For at least two of the assumed stages, there is actual evidence from different 

sources: for stage (4) in the form of the personal name dat. sg. NVMASIOI on the 

Fibula Praenestina (7th cent. BCE) if it corresponds to Classical Latin Numer-
iō;12 and for stage (5) in the gentile name of the gens Numisia (Cic.+)13 if this is 

                                                   
10 For a similarly conditioned, yet later, inner-Latin sound change cf. Nussbaum 2017a. For a 

typological parallel of the latter process, Nishimura 2014 refers to Gk. (Att.) στόμα n. ‘mouth’ 

and dial. στύμα (Theoc. 29.25). The same variation already appears in the Mycenaean 

boonyms to-ma-ko /Stomargos/ beside tu-ma-ko /Stumargos/ ‘white-mouthed’, recently dis-

cussed by García Ramón (2018:37) under the label “dialectal narrowing of /o/ before a nasal” 

as a feature of Mycenaean, Arcadian, and Lesbian. 

11 The vocalization product is notated as *a for the sake of simplicity. Its actual phonetic realiza-

tion at any stage of the reconstruction is irrelevant to the present argument. 

12 The suspicious a vowel in NVMASIOI seems to have discouraged scholars from accepting it as 

the actual counterpart of Numeriō, traditionally traced back to *nomes(i)i̯o-. Under the present 

account, this problem dissolves; the *ă simply reflects the vocalization of the root-final laryn-

geal. 

13 Cf. perhaps the archaic two-part theonym Numisius Martius, attested in some early votive 

inscriptions (CIL I2 32 [NV]MISIO.MAR[TIO]; CIL I2 33 NVMISIO.MARTIO; CIL I2 2391 N(V)MISIO 

[sc. Martio]; CIL I2 2435 N.MART.; CIL I2 2436 NVMESIO M[ART]I[O]); cf. Wachter 1987:345–6, 

440 n.1000, 463; Vine 1993:328, 333–4. 
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the “old version” of the gens Numeria (Cic. Sest. 94).14 Archaic phonology and/or 

spelling in gentile names is not surprising, as can be seen from the gens Quinctia 

(Liv.+; for classical Quintia), or the gens Bellia, also known as Duellia (cf. Cic. 

Orat. 153). 

4.2. Lat. Numitor 

The legendary king of Alba Longa, Numitor (Verg., Liv., Ov.),15 could reflect an 

agent noun *nemh1-tōr ‘the distributing one’ (cf. Gk. νεμέτωρ ‘avenger’, A. Th. 

485), implying a development *nematōr > *nomatōr > *numatōr > Numitor. If 

this etymology is correct, Numitor’s Greek name cited by Dionysius of Halicar-

nassos, viz. Νεμέτωρ (1.81), does in fact represent the etymologically “correct” 

Greek rendering of an old *Nematōr. But caution is advised, of course, when 

dealing with names.16 

4.3. Lat. humī ‘on(to) the ground’ 

Customarily, Lat. humī is reconstructed as a locative *dʰg̑ʰm̥(m)-ei (Vine 1993: 

247; Nishimura forthcoming, with accent on the ending). The comparative evi-

dence, however, seems to favor the reconstruction of an allative (recharacterized 

by locatival *-i) PIE *dʰg̑ʰem-eh2(±i) ‘on(to) the ground’ with e-grade in the base 

*dʰg̑ʰem- (cf. also Hajnal 1992:215 n.37). This pre-form accounts for Ved. kṣamā́ 
‘on(to) the ground’ (RV, AV), YAv. +zəme ‘id.’ (two syllables in Y. 10.17), OPr. 

semmai ‘downward’, and Lith. žemaĩ ‘low, down’; Gk. χαμαί could be assimilat-

ed from *χεμαί (perhaps similar to ἅμα ‘at once’ if for *ἕμα; cf. Vine 1993:248 

n.27) and could likewise continue *dʰg̑ʰemeh2i. 

For Latin, the development would be *hemai̯ > *homai̯ > *humai̯ > Lat. 

humī ‘on(to) the ground’.17 It seems evident, in any case, that the thematic noun 

humus, -ī f. ‘earth, ground’ was back-formed from this adverbial humī (cf. also 

Vine 1993:246, with references in n.17). 

                                                   
14 Cf. also Adiego 2016:34 for a discussion of recent evidence from Etruscan epigraphy for a 

stem *Numasio-, and Nishimura 2014 for a thorough discussion and summary of the scholarly 

debate concerning the Italic evidence surrounding the name (and its multiple variants). 

15 Cf. also CIL I2 206 NVMITORI, CIL I2 207 [NV]MTORIAI, both on Praenestine cippi (cf. Vine 

1993:340 on the spelling of the latter form). 

16 For the mythological and philological background see Nishimura 2014. 

17 For the sake of simplicity, the word-initial consonant is written as *h- throughout. 
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This is the evidence for *-ema- > *-oma-. Subsequently, this *-oma- devel-

oped to Lat. (*)-uma- together with original *-oma- sequences.18 

4.4. Lat. Numidae ‘Numidians’ 

The development of *-oma- to Lat. (*)-uma- can be witnessed most clearly in the 

loanword Numidae ‘Numidians’ (Sal.+), a borrowing19 from Gk. νομάδες (Plb.+). 

The steps must have been *nomad- > *numad-, whence with weakening of *a in 

non-initial syllables Numid-. 

4.5. Lat. Numa ‘Numa’ 

Another example could be the name Numa Pompilius, Rome’s second king 

(Cic.+), whose name is interpreted as ‘distributing (one); distributor’ qua 

*nomh1-eh2 by Nishimura (2014). 

4.6. Lat. hūmānus ‘human’ 

If the rule also raised long *ō to ū, we could explain the long-standing mystery of 

hūmānus ‘human’ (Enn.+). The starting point would be the noun *dʰg̑ʰōm (Gk. 

χθών, etc.) > (Pre-)Lat. *hōm ‘earth’. Using the suffix -ānus ‘belonging to X’, the 

adjective *hōmānus ‘belonging to the earth’ (cf. SPi. homanah AQ1?) was de-

rived and the first vowel in the sequence *-ōmā- was raised to -ūmā-,20 resulting 

in hūmānus.21 

                                                   
18 According to Nishimura (forthcoming) the raising of *om to *um was confined to historically 

unstressed position in open syllables. 

19 Cf. Weiss 2011:140; Nishimura forthcoming. 

20 It cannot be ruled out, however, that the raising of *ō to *ū had already happened in the deriva-

tional base, viz. the monosyllabic *hōm > *hūm. A similar process might account for *fōr 
‘thief’ > fūr (cf. Gk. φώρ). Weiss (2011:143) uses Lat. fūr and cūr ‘why’ (older quōr cited by 

Velius Longus) as evidence for the claim that ō was raised to ū before r in a monosyllable, and 

cautiously extends this rule (2011:289 n.122) to apply before m, so as to account for *hūm (→ 

hūmānus). Since there is evidence for erstwhile quōr and fōr (cf. for as the reading of B at Pl. 

Poen. 1384; Weiss 2011:143 n.46), the raising presumably happened in post-Plautine times, 

i.e., after the beginning of the second century BCE. It is strange that, if the same raising was 

responsible for *hōm > *hūm, there is no other trace of this word at all. Yet under this account 

it must have existed until after the working of this sound law to be able to serve as the basis for 

hūmānus, first attested in (and thus not created after) Ennius, who died ca. 169 BCE. This (and 

possibly SPi. homanah) would therefore favor the assumption of an earlier and independent 

development *hōmānus > hūmānus. 
21 Cf. also Vine 1993:250–1. 
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4.7. Doubtful evidence 

The root vowel of humilis ‘lowly’ can be influenced by humī or humus and does 

not have to be traced back to *hemali-, a variant of the adj. *dʰg̑ʰemaló- 
(*dʰg̑ʰeml̥(l)ó-?), the potential source of Gk. χθαμαλός ‘low, near the ground’ 

(again with vowel assimilation for *χθεμαλός?) and Phryg. ζεμελως dat. pl. 

‘men’. But the details are far from secure (cf. NIL 88, with nn.43 and 44). 

The rare noun gumia m. and f. ‘glutton’ (Lucil.+) could be based on a sub-

stantive *guma ‘opulence, glut’ < *gomā (cf. Gk. γόμος m. ‘ship’s freight, car-

go’, γέμος n. ‘load’, γέμω ‘am full’),22 but other explanations are possible.23 

Finally, the noun tumulus, -ī m. ‘burial mound, grave’ (Pac.+) could continue 

*temh1-lo- with a semantic development that is similar to Gk. τέμενος n. ‘a piece 

of land marked off from common uses and dedicated to a god, precinct’ (see also 

below) based on *temh1-no-, but it might be preferable to connect tumulus to Lat. 

tumēre ‘to swell’. 

4.8. Summary of the phonology 

The confinement of the proposed phonological development to cases with an *a 

(or *ā) vowel in the subsequent syllable explains why -om- was not raised to 

-um- in words such as domus, homō, uomō, glomus, etc., and why (*)-em- was not 

affected at all in words such as semel, simul, similis, nemus, emō, femur, lemurēs, 

etc. 

Potential counterexamples could be: Lat. dominus ‘master’ (Pl.+) if from 

*domhxno-, but a restoration of the o-vocalism in analogy to domus f. ‘house’ 

would seem natural; Lat. geminus ‘twin-born’ (Naev.+) if this continues a 

(transp.) *gemhxno-, but the etymology of this word is unclear; Lat. templum n. 

‘temple’ if from *temh1-lo- ‘place marked off from common uses and dedicated 

to a god’, but *temp-lo- remains a possibility (cf. de Vaan 2008 s.v.); Lat. tene-
brae f. pl. ‘darkness’ (Pl.+) if it comes from *temhxsreh2 (cf. Ved. támisrā-), but 

for Latin, a remodeling of *temasrā to *temesrā cannot be ruled out, where the 

                                                   
22 The processes involved could be imagined as *guma ‘opulence’ → *gumius ‘pertaining to 

opulence’ → gumia ‘a person (m. or f.) pertaining to opulence’. Compare lūdus m. ‘play’ and 

lūdius m. ‘stage performer, dancer’ (Pl.+). 

23 The word is usually interpreted as a loanword from Umbrian (cf. U. kumiaf/gomia ‘pregnant 

[of sows]’; cf. Untermann 2000:310), which I find semantically not entirely convincing and 

which does not explain the Latin vocalism (U. kumiaf/gomia represents /gomia-/). For a dis-

cussion of the root *√gem see Vine 2007:344–5. 
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suffix vowel would have been adapted to match the oblique of the s-stem *temus, 

*-eris, whose not-so-distant existence is suggested by the adverb temere ‘blindly, 

recklessly’ < loc. sg. *‘in the dark’. 

In any case, the formulation of the rule in the present form is more felicitous 

than assuming a “sporadic” raising of *o to u before m (cf. Leumann 1977:48; 

Vine 1993:246; Meiser 1998:83–4; Weiss 2011:140).24 An interpretation of Lat. 

numerus as a continuant of *nemh1so- thus seems possible. 

And perhaps—but this is speculation at this point—Lat. cumerum and cu-
mera ‘chest, box, basket’ continue a phonologically similar *kemarā < *kemh2-
reh2, which would form a quasi-equation with Gk. (Ion.) καμάρη f. ‘anything 

with an arched cover, covered carriage’ (Hdt.+) < *kḿ̥h2-reh2 (with a similar dis-

tribution as in Lat. equus < *h1ék̑u̯o- vs. Gk. ἵππος < *h1ǝ́k̑u̯o-). 

5. Lat. umerus < *h1emhxso-? 

Once we accept that *nemh1so- gave Lat. numerus, it becomes possible to assume 

for Lat. umerus a rhyming pre-form *h1emhxso- with the same regular phonologi-

cal development: *h1emhxso- > *emaso- > *omaso- > *umaso- > *umiso- > Lat. 
umerus. But how does that square with the pre-form *(hx)ómso- that we need in 

order to account for Ved. áṁsa-, Gk. ὦμος, PGmc. *amsa-, etc.? 

In the abstract, *(hx)ómso- could in fact be explained via the Saussure effect 

(Nussbaum 1997) as going back to *(hx)ómhxso-, which—if we were to align it 

with *h1emhxso- (Lat. umerus)—could be further specified as *h1omhxso-. In oth-

er words, *h1emhxso- and *h1omhxso- could be interpreted as two stem allo-

morphs of the ‘shoulder’ word. To be sure, this idea is not new. Hilmarsson 

(1987:69), for example, assumed *h2émso- for Toch. A es, B āntse, Ved. áṁsa-, 
PGmc. *amsa-, and *h2omso- for Gk. ὦμος and Arm. ows. But if what was con-

cluded above is true, neither *amso- nor *omso- would have led to Lat. umerus. 

For Hilmarsson, both forms are “a thematic derivation of an underlying s-

stem *H2em(e)s-” (1987:69). However, an interpretation of the ‘shoulder’ word 

as a derivative of an s-stem (similar to my account of numerus) is not particularly 

attractive for several reasons. For one thing, the ‘shoulder’ is a body part and et-

                                                   
24 Different from that in any case is the raising of the vowel before clusters of m plus another 

consonant (e.g., Lat. umbilīcus m. ‘navel’, if < *ombalīkos; cf. Gk. ὀμφαλός), as rightly noted 

by Vine 1993:250, with n.32. A different explanation for the u vowel in forms like humī, nu-
merus, etc. is presented by Nishimura (forthcoming). This author assumes the raising of *omV 

to *umV in (historically) unstressed syllables only. 
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ymologizing names of body parts is often futile. However, they do tend to show 

archaic morphology, like, for example, the small group of neuter root nouns (e.g., 
*k̑erd- ‘heart’, *h3okʷ- ‘eye’; cf. Schindler 1972:8). For another thing, there is no 

verbal root (*√h1emhx, *√h2em, vel sim.) that could easily be regarded as a plau-

sible semantic basis for a word for ‘shoulder’. Therefore, no attempt will be made 

at further etymologizing *h1emhxso-/*h1omhxso-. We will be solely concerned 

with the formal side of this account. 

Identifying *h1emhxso- and *h1omhxso- as two allomorphs of one and the 

same word might theoretically resolve the umerus dilemma, but the resolution 

comes at a cost. For the assumption of root ablaut in a thematic masculine noun is 

far from trivial. In fact, this idea is categorically rejected by some25 and perhaps 

tacitly disapproved of by most other scholars in the field; and for good reason—

there seems to be no synchronic evidence for such a claim. 

However, the idea that thematic nouns showed mobile accent and/or ablaut 

did not seem so sacrilegious a few decades or centuries ago, as can be witnessed 

from Jacob Wackernagel in AiGr III:88–9 (with references), from the list in 

Schaffner 2001:70 n.5 (for mobile accent), or from a letter that Hermann Osthoff 

wrote to Karl Brugmann, dated 20 January 1879, in which Osthoff is adamant 

about the idea that thematic nouns showed “Stammabstufung” (cf. Einhauser 

1992:81–3; and also Osthoff 1879:11–6).26 Examples that can be interpreted as 

continuants of two alternate allomorphs of a single lexeme include PGmc. 

*wagna- m. ‘wagon’ (*u̯og̑ʰno- m.) and OIr. fén o, m. ‘id.’ (*u̯eg̑ʰno- m.), or Lith. 

sãpnas, OIr. súan, Arm. kʿown (*su̯opno- m.) and Lat. somnus, OIcel. svefn, 

MHG swep (*su̯epno- m.), all ‘sleep, dream’.27 

After this first breach of taboo, we could further hypothesize that one stem al-

lomorph (e.g., the o-grade *h1omhxso-) was the allomorph of the strong stem and 

                                                   
25 Cf., e.g., Schaffner 2001:79; Tichy 2004:55–7; Keydana 2013:110–1. 

26 The possibility of paradigmatic o ~ e root ablaut in thematic *tómos type nouns is now also 

considered by Nussbaum (2017b:252) to account for the derived *temós type adjectives (as, 

e.g., *g̑órh2o- m. ‘old age’ [Ved. jára- m.] → *g̑erh2ó- ‘having old age’ [Arm. cer ‘old’]; 

2017b:246), but the author emphasizes as an alternative possibility that this ablaut could be 

derivational in origin (i.e., a concomitant feature of the derivation with *-ó-). On the question 

of (inflectional?/derivational?) root ablaut in the formation of *h2-“collectives” (e.g., *kʷé-
kʷl(h1)-o- vs. *kʷ-kʷl(h1)-éh2) see recently Steer 2014 with references, as well as Nussbaum 

2017b:255–8. 

27 Cf. also Ved. svápna-, OAv. xᵛafǝna- (*su̯e/opno-), Alb. gjumë, OCS sъnъ (*supno-), and Gk. 

ὕπνος m. (*su̯opno- or *supno-; cf. Vine 1999:579–80.). 
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of the nominative singular, while the other stem allomorph (e.g., the e-grade 

*h1emhxso-) was the allomorph of the weak stem and perhaps of the nominative 

dual, which in the case of ‘shoulder(s)’ was definitely a prominent word-form. 

The fact that Latin generalizes the weak stem of a body part noun (while the other 

languages generalize the strong stem) is, of course, paralleled by pēs, pedis m. 

‘foot’, which continues the weak stem *ped-, whereas the strong stem *pod- is 
continued by Hitt. pat(a)-, Gk. πούς, PGmc. *fōt-, etc. 

6. The PIE dual of thematic nouns 

The dual of PIE thematic (masculine) nouns has not been the topic of much 

scholarly research. If at all, the treatment has focused, understandably enough, on 

the endings (as, e.g., in Deplazes 1991; Fritz 2011; also Weiss 2011:208–10), but 

never on the root ablaut. From athematic nouns, however, we know that the dual 

often shows a “weaker” stem allomorph than the singular (cf. Nussbaum 1986: 

131). Evidence for neuters comes from YAv. uši, OP ušīy ‘(the two) ears’ < 
*h2us-s-ih1 ‘(the two) ears’ (as against *h2éu̯s-os n. ‘ear’ in OCS uxo, OIr. áu; 

with secondary o-grade Gk. [Att.] οὖς). Compare also *h2eu̯s-s-ih1 ‘(the two) 

ears’ (Lith. ausì) as the basis of the new singular Lat. auris f. ‘ear’. Another ex-

ample is Arm. ačʿkʿ ‘(the two) eyes’ (and possibly Gk. ὄσσε) < *h3kʷih1 ‘(the 

two) eyes’ (as against *h3ekʷ- in OCS du. oči etc.). 

Athematic non-neuters, however, regularly show the strong stem in the no-

minative dual (cf. also Nussbaum 1986:131). Compare Ved. nom. du. f. nā́sā 
‘nose’ (RV 2.39.6), as against gen. du. nasóṣ, instr. sg. nasā́ (AV), loc. sg. nasí 
(YV), or Ved. nom du. m. pā́dā, YAv. pāδa, Gk. πόδε ‘(the two) feet’, as against 

Ved. instr. sg. padā́, etc. 

To be sure, a couple of u-stem body part duals are, in fact, based on the weak 

stem. Compare the suffix ablaut of Ved. nom. du. m. bāhávā (3× RV), YAv. 

bāzauua, Gk. πήχεε ‘(the two) arms’, as against Ved. acc. sg. bāhúm, Gk. πῆχυν, 
and nom. du. (productive; AiGr III:50) Ved. bāhū́; or YAv. nom. du. f. zanauua 

‘(the two) jaws’ (Yt. 1.27), as against the nom. du. (productive) Ved. hánū, Gk. 

nom. pl. γένυες (cf. Narten 1969). Note that all of the mentioned forms are duals 

of body parts that naturally come in pairs, where the retention of an archaism is 

understandable more easily than in other words denoting occasional pairs or two 

entities.28 

                                                   
28 Compare the names of paired body parts in Modern Hebrew (yadayim ‘hands’, raglayim 

‘legs’, oznayim ‘ears’, etc.) with the synchronically largely unproductive dual ending -ayim. 
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And in fact, some thematic masculine nouns for body parts that come in pairs 

do indeed show possible traces of (root) ablaut. 

• Ved. jaghána- m. ‘buttock, etc.’ (RV+), with metrically required dual +jāghánā 
in RV 1.28.2; cf. also pr̥thu-jāghana- ‘with broad hips’ in RV 10.86.8; 

jā́ghanī- f. ‘tail’ (Br, Sū+). Cf. EWAia I:563. 

• Ved. stána- m. ‘breast, teat’ (RV+), with dual stánau in RV 2.39.6, and Toch. B 

du. päścane, A du. päśśäṃ ‘(the two) breasts’29 < *psten-oh1(+n°) vis-à-vis 

*pston-o- > YAv. fštāna- m. ‘id.’; cf. EWAia II:752; Pinault 2008:502. 

• Ved. īrmá- m. ‘arm, shoulder’ (AV+), Lith. ìrmėdė f. ‘gout’ (“arm-eater”) as 

*h2r̥hxmó- vis-à-vis *h2erhxmo- > Lat. armus m. ‘shoulder, forequarter’, 

PGmc. *arma- m. ‘arm’.30 Cf. Leumann 1977:407. YAv. ar(ǝ)maº ‘arm’ is 

ambiguous; cf. EWAia I:205–6. 

• OSwed. liuske m., OE lēosca m. ‘groin’ (cf. Eng. dial. lesk ‘flank, groin’) if 

*leu̯sko(+n)- vis-à-vis dual *luskoh1(+n°) > Toch. A *lyäṣkäṃ (loc. du. 

lyäṣknaṃ) ‘groins, flanks’ (with palatalization taken over from the e-grade 

singular?); but other explanations are possible, cf. Hilmarsson 1989:16–7. 

None of these examples is particularly probative by itself. But perhaps they en-

courage us to lift the ban on thinking about paradigmatic ablaut in thematic 

stems. 

7. Conclusion 

Taken all together, I therefore wish to propose that PIE had a word for ‘shoulder’, 

a thematic masculine that formed a nom. sg. *h1ómhxsos > (with Saussure effect) 

*h1ómsos ‘shoulder’, the phonologically regular basis of Ved. áṁsa-, Gk. ὦμος, 
Arm. ows, PGmc. *amsa-. My second claim is that the nom. du. had the shape 

*h1emhxsoh1 ‘(the two) shoulders’,31 and that it is this form that via *emaso-, 
*omaso-, *umaso- led to the attested shape of Lat. umerus, according to the pho-

                                                   
29 Apparently with haplology (according to Ron Kim, teaching materials from the 2014 IE Sum-

mer School in Jena). 

30 Lat. rāmus m. ‘branch’ could actually continue the allomorph *h2r̥hxmó- (Ved. īrmá-). For the 

semantic development compare Eng. bough ‘branch’ from PGmc. *bōgu- ‘upper arm, shoul-

der’, the cognate of Ved. bāhú-, Av. bāzu-, Gk. πῆχυς. 
31 In this scenario, I have to assume that Gk. ὤμω and PToch. *ænsā(+næ) are leveled dual 

forms. 
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nological development that can also be seen in *nemh1so- ‘the distributed thing’ 

> numerus ‘number’. 

Incidentally, if we accept this scenario, there could be indirect support for a 

(Proto-)Italic32 *emasō ‘(the two) shoulders’. The notorious Hesychian gloss 

ἀμέσω· ὠμοπλάται ‘shoulder blades’33 could perhaps represent a trivial lapsus by 

Hesychius (or one of his sources), and might in fact have to be read +ἐμασω ‘(the 

two) shoulder blades’. The existence of (Proto-)Italic glosses in Hesychius is not 

a priori unlikely. A second example is σπαράσιον· ὄρνεον ἐμφερὲς τῷ στρουϑῷ, a 

diminutive of PItal. *(s)parasā (type of bird), the source of Lat. parra f. and 

Umbr. parfa- (type of bird) (cf. Höfler 2017a:17‒8). 
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